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Abstract: The descriptions and labels healthcare providers place upon patients can greatly determine the quality and availability of the healthcare they receive. When that patient is given the label nonadherent or noncompliant within healthcare, it can have a detrimental impact on the patient. But patient adherence is a more complicated issue than can be express with a binary determination; is or is not, yes or no. Therefore, additional terminology should be utilized to properly convey the patient’s participation status when the patient does not fully engage in care. This paper proposes the implementation of additional qualifying language: involuntary nonadherence and voluntary nonadherence. Involuntary nonadherence is defined as when the patient desires to participate in care but is unable to do so because of factors outside of his/her control. These could involve inadequate means of transportation, difficulties with schedule flexibility, etc. These patients are demonstrating nonadherence by current standards but would participate if circumstances allowed – outside pressures are influencing the decision to be nonadherent. Contrast that with voluntary nonadherence, defined as when the patient gives informed refusal to participate, and the patient is fully able to participate but actively chooses not to. This additional qualifying language could ensure protection for patients from being labeled and potentially dismissed due to circumstances outside of their control.

I. INTRODUCTION

As hospitals work toward shorter lengths of stay and shift to more outpatient care, patient care is being delivered in multiple settings. Each aspect of patient care can be important to the success of patient recovery and improvement including continual care settings like outpatient rehabilitation. Outpatient settings, however, present ethical challenges regarding whether health professionals should compel patients to stay engaged in care beyond the acute setting if the patient does not want this care. An additional consideration is what should be done if the patient does not participate. Clinicians may view such patients as noncompliant or nonadherent if they do not fully participate in their care. These labels, though, may not be fair to the patient, for there may be extenuating circumstances that prevent the patient from fully participating in care. Additionally, receiving a label of noncomplaint or nonadherent can have long-term negative effects on a patient’s ability to access care. The current standard of labeling a patient as nonadherent does not consider all aspects of patient decision-making; therefore new terms of voluntary nonadherence and involuntary nonadherence should be established. Having additional qualifying language and perspective when discussing these patients’ inability to participate would be beneficial to the patient and society.
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Voluntary nonadherence occurs when the patient exercises informed refusal and knowingly chooses not to participate in care. Involuntary nonadherence occurs when a patient genuinely desires to fully participate but is unable to do so due to unforeseen circumstances, pre-existing limitations, or additional difficulties. Introducing the concepts of voluntary nonadherence and involuntary nonadherence with the patient would be helpful in trying to best meet the needs of patients. Health professionals need to recognize the difficulties many patients face when care is moved outside the acute setting. Focusing on the goal of upholding patient preferences and quality of life, as defined by the patient, allows patients to refuse outpatient physical therapy and rehabilitation as an ethical option. But the difference between voluntary and involuntary nonadherence can impact the patient/physician relationship, with voluntary nonadherence potentially causing an erosion of trust, so much so that the continuation of the relationship may not be in the best interest of the patient. The establishment of trust between physician and patient benefits both parties, as it enables patients to accept recommendations, improves outcomes, and decreases the likelihood the physician practices defensive medicine.\(^1\)\(^2\)

II. **BENEFITS OF OUTPATIENT CARE**

Rehabilitation, specifically outpatient rehabilitation following a surgery, has been demonstrated to be a valuable aspect of continuity of care for several conditions.\(^3\)\(^4\) Rehabilitation is important to the success of patient care. Studying comprehensive cardiac rehabilitation, Yohannes et al. found that, “twice-weekly cardiac rehabilitation over six weeks, on average, led to clinically significant improvement in quality of life, physical activity status, anxiety and depression in patients.”\(^5\) Other rehab programs provide similar benefits, particularly for patients with critical illness.\(^6\)\(^7\) Although rehabilitation and physical therapy have demonstrated benefits, and declining such treatment could be deemed “unreasonable” by the clinical team, this decision, if made by a patient with capacity, should still be respected. Many factors go into declining medical treatments including social, personal, and financial considerations. The patient may not be acting unreasonably in declining therapy, but rather has made a decision that the medical team agrees is “reasonable” for that patient based upon the patient’s particular circumstances. Understanding the decision making of patients is essential to understanding their reasons for accepting or declining treatment. As Atanelov et al. state, “The role and ultimate obligation of the physiatrist…is to thoroughly know and understand the patient as a person – including his or her interactions with family, employment, community, and environment.”\(^8\) Understanding the motivations of a patient helps the provider to be consistent with the patient’s goals of care. Patient engagement also helps in attaining patient goals of care. Lund, Tamm, & Branhom found that patients who only occasionally participated in therapy felt, “…the professionals only occasionally asked for their participation…[and] the professionals gave them too little time and that they had little or no influence on the planning including the decision-making process.”\(^9\) By engaging patients and supporting them in their decisions, providers can move away from a paternalistic approach to a model for shared decision-making.

Another consideration related to the patient’s right to decline treatment is quality of life. Jonsen et al. describe quality of life as, “...that degree of satisfaction that people experience and value about their lives as a whole, and in its particular aspects, such as physical and psychological health.”\(^10\) Patients, not medical professionals, determine acceptable quality of life. While the medical team may have their own opinions and biases, the role of the medical team is not to determine quality of life for the patient, as quality of life is a qualitative term that is unique to each individual patient.\(^11\) If the medical team determines quality of life for each individual patient, then respect for autonomy would diminish. Effective treatment plans occur when the medical team’s
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recommendations and the patient’s goals of care are upheld, but as previously stated, when this does not occur, the patient’s preferences should be respected. The intention of recommending rehabilitation or physical therapy is improving quality of life for the patient, but this is improving quality of life as defined by the medical team. Ethical patient-centered care should rely on understanding the patient as a person to achieve goals of care and quality of life as defined by the patient, not as defined by the medical team.

Rehabilitation and physical therapy have clear benefits, so one might argue that the principles of beneficence and nonmaleficence are violated by allowing a patient to decline a treatment recommendation that would promote good for the patient and help eliminate potential future harms. But if the patient is informed, voluntary, and autonomous, the medical team would have to use hard paternalism, which is understood to be used when the physician believes that the patient is mistaken, confused, or irrational, therefore making it permissible to interfere in what the patient is requesting. Hard paternalism is typically viewed to be more ethically objectionable and therefore requires additional requirements to protect patient autonomy involving additional members of the medical or ethics consult team. Hard paternalism is only justified when certain conditions are met, including when, “The least autonomy-restrictive alternative that will secure the benefit is adopted.”

When a patient refuses additional therapy including rehabilitation and physical therapy, the decision is likely not done with the intention of causing additional harm to oneself but rather the result of social and personal decision-making. Sometimes patients become overwhelmed, exhausted, and depressed by the prospect of continuous therapy and decline further treatment; the patient is not demonstrating true nonadherence but rather prioritizing additional aspects of quality of life. The medical team should work with the patient to understand the patient’s goals of care more thoroughly, encourage engagement in continual therapy, and ultimately respect patient autonomy.

When the patient is not actively participating in the treatment plan, the patient can be determined to be nonadherent, but the medical team may likely agree the decision is justified. As the term nonadherence reflects a certain bias or judgment, the creation of additional qualifying terms to distinguish between these types of nonadherence is recommended: voluntary versus involuntary nonadherence. I will use the term involuntary, rather than nonvoluntary, to enforce distinction between action made with regret and those made without regret.

III. INVOLUNTARY NONADHERENCE

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines adherence as “the extent to which a person’s behavior – taking medication, following a diet, and/or executing lifestyle changes, corresponds with the agreed recommendations of a health care provider.” Therefore, the failure to meet this definition could be defined as nonadherence. This is not a complete understanding of nonadherence, for nonadherence should involve the conscious and informed act of an individual to not participate in the recommendations. If a patient actively desires to fully participate in the recommendations but is not able to do so, he or she should not be determined to be nonadherent, but rather should be described as involuntary nonadherent. The term involuntary is necessary to convey the understanding that the patient is nonadherent but not by his or her own choice. The choice not to follow the recommended course of action is a decision that is being forced upon him or her, not made by freely. This concept has been explored by Clark, Karrington, & Chilcot when they described intentional and nonintentional noncompliance stating, “intentional noncompliance refers to a premeditated effort to go against or not adhere to medical advice. Nonintentional adherence refers to unwillingly (i.e. forgetting)
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going against the advice given by a healthcare professional.” 21 While similar, prioritizing whether or not the nonadherence was intentional keeps the responsibility solely on the patient, rather than accounting for factors outside the patient’s control such as a patient who lacks means of transportation to outpatient appointments. A patient who does not comply with a treatment plan because services are only offered during standard business hours and the patient is unable to take off work, or the patient lacks the required copays each week, or there are no available providers on the bus route, is technically “intentionally” being nonadherent – they are intentionally prioritizing other factors over the treatment plan, such as staying employed or saving money for other bills. These types of external factors are different than forgetting to attend treatment, because the patient is aware that he or she is not participating in treatment, but feels unable to do so because of factors outside of his or her control. The use of the term involuntary shifts the cause for the nonadherence away from the patient and onto the additional factor(s) that contributed to the nonadherence.

IV. WHO GETS LABELED

Patients of lower socioeconomic status are far more likely to not own a car, have inadequate means of transportation, not have schedule flexibility to make appointments, and have restrictions due to domestic responsibilities such as child or elder care. This may result in those patients more often being labeled as nonadherent.

When researching medication adherence specifically, Bazargan et al. found that medication adherence, while remaining an important issue for all older adults, was a particularly striking issue for underserved African Americans. 22 Several variables including health literacy offer some explanation. 23 Medication nonadherence was found to be common, with thirty-five percent stating they skipped taking medication on purpose but only eight percent stating they “forgot”. 24 This is even more striking when relating to lifestyle choice, with sixty-nine percent not adhering to specific food/drink instruction and seventy-three percent to activity instruction. 25 Several reasons that are not voluntary may explain why a patient may be nonadherent to medical recommendations, including failure of communication, lack of comprehension, cultural issues, psychological issues, and psychosocial stress. 26 All of these factors can easily be seen to disproportionately effect those of lower socioeconomic status. 27 28 29

The label of “nonadherent” also brings unhealthy stigma, which can then be unfairly attributed to an individual. This label gives the impression of a patient understanding the recommendation and actively deciding against it (voluntary nonadherence), which can cause providers to think, “No use putting taxpayers’ or insurers’ money into a “lost cause”. Thus, terms “noncompliant” and “nonadherent” have developed negative nuances and connotations.” 30 (Narayan, 2016, p. 47) This mental labeling can then cause patients to feel “othered” and unwelcome, which will then impact their willingness to participate with recommendations moving forward, which would then reinforce the nonadherent label.

V. DISMISSING A PATIENT

One of the primary responsibilities of the medical team is to uphold patients’ goals of care. Patients are autonomous beings and have the right to self-determination. Conflict arises when the medical team and patient are not in agreement regarding treatment and future treatments. Jonsen et al. state that, “Respect for the autonomy of the patient implies that a physician should, after explaining his or her own preferences, honor the patient’s preference among medically reasonable options.” 31 The physician should attempt to fully explain the risks and benefits of a particular treatment so that the patient is able to properly express his or her
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autonomy and give informed consent. Even when patients choose paths the physician disagrees with, the right to autonomy remains, as, “Some people may even choose medically ‘unreasonable’ options, such as declining life-saving treatments; after the physician attempts to persuade the patient to accept the recommended course, the patient’s choice should be respected.” 32

Several reasons support firing a patient. These include inappropriate behavior, falsifying medical history, failure to pay bills, and verbal and/or physical violence. One of the most frequent reasons, though, is the patient’s failure to comply with a treatment plan. 33 Failure to comply is one of the more challenging reasons for dismissal because of the nature of patient nonadherence. True patient nonadherence is a reasonable cause for dismissal because if a patient actively chooses to not adhere to a treatment plan, then the physician may not be able to properly engage with that patient in the future. If trust does not exist between the patient and the physician, proper care might be impeded. The establishment of trust is essential for a proper relationship, so much so that the American Medical Association addresses it in the beginning of its Code of Ethics, in Opinion 1.1.1. It states,

The practice of medicine, and its embodiment in the clinical encounter between a patient and a physician, is fundamentally a moral activity that arises from the imperative to care for patients and to alleviate suffering. The relationship between a patient and a physician is based on trust, which gives rise to physicians’ ethical responsibility to place patients’ welfare above the physician’s own self-interest or obligations to others, to use sound medical judgment on patients’ behalf, and to advocate for their patients’ welfare. 34

The type of nonadherence addressed is specific: the patient has capacity, understands the situation, has resources and ability to follow the treatment, and consciously chooses to not comply. This is referred to as Informed Refusal. 35 If the patient does not understand the treatment plan enough to properly follow, or socioeconomic factors impact the patient’s ability to adhere, that is not informed refusal, but rather a subjective nonadherence. Many reasons for not adhering to treatment plan may exist, including lack of means, being overwhelmed by, or have competing goals. In fact, even physicians fail to complete courses of antibiotics and other treatment plans when prescribed to them. 36 Therefore, failure to fully comply with physician recommendations should not be grounds for patient dismissal but rather potentially indicative of a patient that requires additional support.

VI. CONCLUSION

A history of nonadherence does not necessarily mean that a patient will be nonadherent in the future. Rather, a patient’s history can set an expectation or perceived likelihood of particular actions to occur but does not mean those actions necessarily will occur. The most important ramification of adding the qualifying language of voluntary and involuntary nonadherence is additional trust before labeling patients as nonadherent. This label can have negative effects for patients and negatively impact their ability and desire to access care going forward. Narayan puts this directly stating, “instead of labeling patients with these terms, clinicians should explore why their patients are not adhering to a plan that would promote their health and well-being” and how doing so can help identify “creative and evidence-based strategies that enable patient to be more engaged in developing workable care plans that promote their health.” 37 This additional terminology does not fix the situation of patients not being able to participate fully in care, but it promotes additional requirements to ensure that patients are not unfairly labeled nonadherent because of factors outside of their control. If a patient is deemed to be involuntary nonadherent, the logical next step would be to question what could be done to better support that patient and why he/she is unable to fully participate rather than stigmatize, label, and restrict his/her access to care. This new method of labeling patients involuntarily nonadherent can be an important additional protection for patients, potentially opening opportunities for the patient to receive access to additional resources or identify alternative treatment plans that enable adherence.
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